Face side. According to my inspection, about 15% are C+ grade. Please see the following pictures.
Back side. Back grade also OK. Please see following pictures.
MC. According to my inspection. We found about 50pcs more than 12%. Take them all out.
Thickness. According to my inspection, I didn’t find any one less than 17.00mm. Very good!
Core. The plies can be seen clearly:
Size:
Pallet:
Packing:
Defects. According to my inspection. We take out panels about 150pcs. We found some have telegraphing and wrinkle. Some have splits and delamination. Some have imprints, overlaps and so on. Please see following.

Wrinkle take them out
Split. Short ask the workers to repair with putty. Long ones, take them out

Delamination take them out
Inclusion rubbish take them out

Imprint take them out
Telegraphing take them out

Overlap take them out